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Fig. 5 Indoor premises and areas near openings
IP 15: Area Classification code for installation....

Research report: Dispersion modelling and calculations in support of
EI Model code of safe practice Part 15: Area classification code for installations handling flammable fluids

2nd edition
Examples of API 505 Installations

Figure 47—Junction Box in a Nonenclosed Adequately Ventilated Area Connected to an Electric Submersible Pump

Figure 48—Typical Routing Production Storage and Offloading Unit (P&O)
Examples of 60079 Zone Installations
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15.3 PRESSURE RELIEF VALVE
Open air from process vessel
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Indoor vessel, opened regularly for operations
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15.7 HYDROGEN COMPRESSOR
In a building open at ground level
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15.8 FLAMMABLE LIQUID STORAGE TANK
Outdoors with fixed roof (not floating roof)
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Comparison of Zone Installations

The key point to understand is that even with a harmonization of electrical equipment and installation guidelines is underway in the world, area classification guidelines can and are still country specific....

In general... When in Rome....